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The meeting was held at:  Thon Hotel Vika, Oslo  

 
Those present: 

Name: Representing: Note: 
Jørn Ryberg Sweden Chairman 
Jurg Wendling 
Jane Bugler 

Switzerland 
IMCA 

Vice Chairman 
Member Executive Board 

Pasquale Longobardi Italy Member Executive Board 
OC Andersen Norway Record keeper 
   
Roland vanden Eede Belgium (Medical)  
Palle Kristensen 
Peter Ric-Hansen 

Denmark (Government) 
Denmark (Medical) 

 

K-H. Andreasen Denmark (Industry)  
Eric Albier’ France For/with  Paul Gavarry 
Jean Lelievre France (Industry)  
Giovanni Esentato Italy (Industry) For  Adolfo Magrin 
Leo Lagarde The Netherlands (Industry)  
Olav Hauso Norway (Government)  
Grzegorz Bernaciak 
Paulo Franco 

Poland (Industry) 
Portugal (Government) 

 

Staffan Littorin Sweden (Government)  
Mats Hagberg Sweden (Medical)  
Franz Hattan 
Okan Erdem 

Switzerland (Industry) 
Turkey (Government) 

 
For Bekir Seluk Gurder 

Akin Savas Toklu Turkey  
Chris Sherman 
Derek Beddows 

United Kingdom (Government) 
OGP 

 

Alan Bax IDSA  
David G. Parkes 
Jabu Mhlophe 
Robert Gatt 

IDRF (Canada) 
IDRF South Africa) 
IDRF (Australia) 

 

   
Host: 
Dag W. Wroldsen 

 
IDSA 
 

 

Guests: Representing:  
Bjarne Sandvik Petroleum Safety Authority Norway 
Arvid Pettersen IDSA (NUI) Norway 
Tore Fjelldal Labour Inspectorate Authority Norway 
Øyvind Lonnechen Technip Norway 
Vitalijs Cernavskis  Latvia 

 

Apologies for absence had been received from: 

Name: 
Claus Mayer 
Roger O’Kane 

Representing: 
Germany (Industry) 
United Kingdom (Industry) 

Alf O. Brubakk Norway (Medical) 
Joar Gangenes Norway (Industry) 
Jacek Kot 
Carlos Barosa 
Dominik Schwarb 
Murat Egi 
Cengis Erenoglu 

Poland (Medical) 
Portugal (Medical) 
Switzerland (Government) 
Turkey (Industry & Union) 
Turkey (Industry) 
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Phil Bryson United Kingdom (Medical) 
Deric Ellerby EUF 
Mark Caney EUF 
  

 
1. WELCOME ADDRESS 

The Chairman Jørn Ryberg opened the meeting welcoming the members to 
Oslo and the 2012 EDTC Meeting and thanking Dag Wrolsen for hosting the 
meeting.  

He apologised for not calling for nomination to the Executive Board and invited 
members to nominated new candidates during this session. He advised that 
Jurg Wendling has already accepted to remain on the Board if he was re-
elected. The Chairman also announced that the Secretary had advised that he 
was leaving ADC at the end of this year and consequently had resigned from 
the Board.  

The Chairman also reported that 4 telephone conference meetings had been 
held during the year since the Marseille meeting and that the Executive Board 
had agreed that a workshop should be conducted requesting the members 
opinion of the way forward for EDTC. 

He then asked David G. Parkes of the IDRC to say a few words in memory of 
Paul Butler that sadly passed away during the 2011 meeting in Marseille. 

2. IN MEMORY OF PAUL BUTLER 

David G. Parkes who had known Paul Butler for a number of years gave a 
short resume of Paul Butler’s professional life and his importance for the IDRF 
cause. 

The obituary was concluded by a minute’s silence in memory of Paul Butler. 

3. APPOLOGIES 

Apologies had been received as stated above. 
 

4. APPROVALS OF MINUTES FROM THE MARSEILLE MEETING 

No comments had been received to Minutes from the Marseilles meeting and 
the Minutes were consequently approved as submitted. 

5. MEMBERSHIP 

The recorder of the meeting presented the following changes to the 
membership since the last meeting: 

Resignations: 

Erling Fihl Rasmussen, Denmark (Union) 
Alf O. Brubakk, Norway (Medical) 
Roger O’Kane, United Kingdom (resigned only as secretary) 

New members: 

Peter Ric-Hansen, Denmark (Medial) 
Marit Grønning, Norway (Medical) 
Bekir Selcuk Gurder, Turkey (Government) 
Rob Gatt, ADAS (Australia) 
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6. ACTIONS FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS 
 
The following actions were recorded from previous meetings. Status of those 
is as follows: 

Ref: Action: Status: 

2005 Revision of Safety 
Guidelines. 

See separate item on the agenda. 

2006 EDTC Workshop It was reported during the 2011 meeting 
that the committee had received national 
regulations from some 14 countries. 
However, as some of the document was 
received almost 3 years ago, and it is 
known that several countries have, or are 
about to introduce new regulation he 
requested all members to resubmit their 
national regulations. This applies even to 
draft regulations. 

These documents were to form a basis for 
the 2012 conference in Brussels. 
To: staffan.littorin@mil.se and 
jorn.ryberg@sse-ab.se. 
 
No such report had been received thus the 
decision to postpone the workshop as 
report under paragraph 7 and 12   

2011 Compliance statement 
and mutual recognition 
of diving certificates 

On-going: Action Eric Albier 

2011 Establishment of a CEN 
Standard for diving 

On-going: Action Chairman 

2011 Wind farm regulations Awaiting members input 

7. EDTC WORKSHOP  

The Chairman reported that following the meeting with Mrs. Angelilli in Roma 
attended by Claus Mayer, Giovanni Esentato, Paguale Longobardi and OC 
Andersen where she agreed to host a meeting in Brussels in the autumn 2012, 
the Secretary had paid a visit to Brussels to assess the facilities.  

It was however decided by the Executive Board that EDTC were not ready for 
such a workshop at this time, and the event was consequently put on hold for 
the time being.  

8. REPORT FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE MEDICAL SUBCOMMITTEE 

Jurg Wendling reported that Switzerland had now adopted the EDTC Standard 
both for diving and medical issues. 

9. NATIONAL REPORTS  

a) IMCA (Jane Bugler) 

Jane Bugler advised that: 

The following IMCA Guidance notes has been issued: 
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• IMCA D047: Acrylic plastic viewports, 
• IMCA D048: Surface Supplied Diving using Nitrox, 
• IMCA D050: Minimum quantities of gas required. 

And that the following guidance documents are being updated: 

• DESIGN D024, 
• IMCA D022: Diving Supervisor Manual, 
• IMCA D034: NURGOD 
• AODC 049: High Pressure Water Jetting. 

She also advised that the following new guidance notes are being developed: 

• Guidance on hyperbaric evacuation, 
• Guidance on diving in Arctic conditions, 
• Competence table for all diving personnel, 
• Review of diver medic course syllabus, 
• Diving in vicinity of ROV’s, and 
• Guidance of the use of dive panel simulators in training. 

b) Denmark (Palle Kristensen) 

Palle Kristen advised that the following 4 Danish Diving Regulations have been 
revised: 

• Offshore Diving Operations, 
• Diving Equipment, 
• Health and Safety in Commercial Diving, 
• Commercial Diving Education. 

A copy of the presentation summarising the changes made has been 
appended to this Minutes.  

c) France (Eric Albier) 

Eric Albier reported that the French Navy had recently conducted a saturation 
dive and that Navy Doctor had been trained by INPP for supporting the French 
Navy’s diving activities. 

He also reported that 1073 diver related certificates had been issued by the 
French Ministry of Labour in 2011. These are broken down as follows: 

• Mention A (SS part one and two) 235 
• Mention B (Scuba)                      533 
• Mention C (Nurses, Doctors)          71 
• Mention D (Dry compression etc.)234 

He also reported on the following diving related fatalities: 

• One commercial diver (still under investigation, no details released), 
• One recreational diver performing work, 
• One policeman on duty, 
• 10 recreational diver using both re-breathers and scuba. 

He advised that a new decree for working under hyperbaric conditions have 
been implemented effective from January 11th 2011. This decree requires 
anyone diving in France to hold a French Diving Certificate. The new French 
Diving Certificates could impact mutual recognitions. 

A “Diver Certification Board” has been established to assess “other” 
certificates and certify experienced divers e.g. clearance divers into the 
scheme. Certificates issued by IDRF, The Netherlands and Belgium are 
automatically accepted.  
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It should be noted that French decree do not accept a reduction of the 
Saturation Diving Course (See also Olav Hauso’s Report). 

The presentation is appended top this Minute. 
   

d) Norway (Olav Hauso) 

Olav Hauso advised on changes to the Norwegian Diving Regulations where 
the 1990 definition of “deep diving” would be beyond 190 meters. He also 
advised that a requirement for two Hyperbaric Evacuation units is proposed  

He expressed concern about 3 week bell diving courses Particular concerns 
were with the teaching aspects and quality of training including the student’s 
ability to absorb and become comfortable with the offshore diving scenario. He 
also questioned how this training was conducted (7 days a week and 12 hour 
days?). 

He proposed that a working group be established to draw up a practical 
training syllabus fulfilling the goal of the EDTC Competence Standard 2003, 
that this standard to be mutually agreed between EDTC and IDSA and that 
IDSA communicated the standard to its member outside Europe. 

He also stated that he believed that National Authority should be involved in 
supervising/ Auditing national Diving Schools (rather than the self-governing 
approach used by IDSA to-date) and stated that the aim of diver training is 
not to provide short an comprehensive courses, but to provide adequate 
safety training for bell divers. 

After discussion was agreed that a working group should not be set up but 
that Jane Bugler of IMCA would canvass her membership with regards to their 
views on bell diver training. 

e) Switzerland (Jurg Wendling) 
Jurg Wendling gave a presentation on a diving project performed on a high 
altitude dam in Switzerland, including the Medical Advisors responsibility 
related to such projects. 

The presentation and in particularly the attached pictures give a graphic 
illustration of logistical problems with access problems that may arise in the 
event of an emergency. 

The presentation is appended to this Minute.  

f) Turkey (Akin Savas Toklu) 

Akin Savas Toklu reported on on-going revision of the Turkish Regulations. 
Changes considered include a relaxation of:  

• Those authorised to conduct and issue “Fitness to Dive” certificates, 
• Relaxation of the requirements for X-rays, 
• Relaxation in requirements for conducting cardiovascular tests, 
• Relaxation in requirements for investigation of pathological findings, 
• Relaxation in the exclusion for colour blindness. 

The presentation is appended to this Minute.  

g) United Kingdom (Chris Sherman) 

Chris Sherman reported that the general economic situation is affecting all 
sector in the United Kingdom, with public spending cut. 

He reported that the UK Approved Codes of Practice (ACoP) were being 
reviewed and reported that the main concerns in UK diving were an ageing 
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offshore infrastructure, new and old DSV’s and escalating wind farm 
construction.  

Diving school output was still down. 

He reported on 4 fatalities in 2011: 

• 2 recreational divers, 
• 1 involved in shellfish activities and 
• 1 offshore. 

A comprehensive rapport on gained qualifications, certificate issued and 
training providers is contained in the presentation appended to this Minute. 

h) IDSA (Alan Bax) 
A comprehensive presentation of IDSA history and activities were given by 
Alan Bax. The whole presentation is appended to this Minute. 

The presentation was concluded with a request from IDSA for co-operation 
between EDTC and IDSA in the interest of raising diver’s competence in 
Europe. 

This invitation would be discussed further by the Executive Board, also taking 
into account Olav Hauso’s proposal. 
 

i) OGP (Derek Beddows) 
Derek Beddows advised of on-going work as follows: 

• Working on guidance for use of OxyArc, 
• Work on Hyperbaric Evacuation Reception, 
• Involvement in revision of the UK ACoP’s as reported by Chris 

Sherman, 
• Working on dive system assurance (with IMCA contractors as members 

of the work group), 
• Collection of diving incident data on a global scale. 

 
j) IDRF (David Parkes) 

Davis Parkes reported of the following practice for accreditation of diving 
schools: 

Canada: Do a full audit of all Diving School. This include Diving Schools in the    
US. 

Australia: Do annual audits of Australian schools. Australia also covers New 
Zealand. 

South Africa: Do quarterly audits of schools. 

All recognised previous learning i.e. experienced divers that do not have the 
required training certificates and have schemes for assessing such experience. 

IDRF was considering a change of name and would advise accordingly.  
 

k) Presentation of Norwegian School of Commercial Diving (NYD) 
Dag Wroldsen gave a presentation of the history and activities performed at 
NYD, including a presentation of their training facilities. The presentation also 
included a number of pictures from their activities and is appended to this 
Minute. 

A visit to the NYD facilities was conducted that evening  
 and included a presentation of the Technip Personal Diving Equipment (PDE) 
as further described below. 
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l) Technip (Øyvind Loennechen) 
Øyvind Lonnechen, the Technip Diving Manager gave a presentation of the 
Personal Diving Equipment (PDE) development project. The PDE project was a 
project to make diving safer, simpler and more cost effective capitalising on 
technological advances outside the commercial diving industry. This has been 
done by introducing a re-breather that not only provides a primary, but also a 
secondary breathing system for the divers. 

The benefits provided by this system were identified as: 

• High level of reliability, including automatic switch over facilities, 
• Full electronic monitoring and recording breath by breath, 
• Less gas required to be carried on board, 
• Improved communication and reduction of self-induced noise, 
• Significant reduction in divers umbilical size, providing improved diver 

mobility, 
• Change from wet to electrically heated dry suit. 

The system was currently under testing at the NUT at would be available for 
inspection during the visit to NUT. 

The system would be made commercially available to all potential buyers 
following full scale tests currently scheduled for early 2013. 

The presentation is attached to this Minute. 
 

10. ELECTION 
Akin Savas Toklu was nominated and accepted as the new member of the 
EDTC Executive Board. 

Jurg Wendling which had accepted re-nomination was re-appointed to the 
Executive Board. 
 

11. DAY TWO – WINDFRAM GUIDANCE NOTES 

Chris Sherman advised that a high level guidance note based on the ADC 
document had been compiled and sent out for review to the members. He 
stressed that the document was not intended to be regulatory.  

He requested feed-back to the document within the next 2 months. 

12. DAY TWO – LEGISLATION PROJECT (Safety Guidelines) 
Staffan Littorin suggested that the focus should be on identifying perceived 
shortcomings in national regulations and that the EDTC Standard could be 
used to close such shortcomings. 

He referred to a spread sheet compiled which would be sent to all National 
Representatives with a request for ticking off relevant boxes. 

It was suggested that wherever the National Regulations are only available in 
the national language, that EU could be requested to perform translations. 

The long term intention was to make links to National Regulations on the 
EDTC webpage. 

IDSA advised that they had already made translation of many countries 
legislation and offered to send such information to EDTC (For 
staffan.littoring@mil.se). 
        Action: Alan Bax 

A decision was made to finalize this work by sending a template document to 
each EDTC "Governmental Representative" for completing the contact details of 
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the authority responsible for issuing "National Regulations" as well as (if 
possible) references websites, etc. 

 
13. NEXT MEETING 

Akin Savas Toklu proposed Istanbul as next year’s venue for the EDTC 
meeting. He would revert with a date preferably September 12-13 2013. 
 

 
14. ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

The Board and Members thanked Dag Wroldsen for any excellent arrangement 
during the meeting and for a most enjoyable trip to the NYD facilities. 

 





















IMCA Update
European Diving Technology Committee 

Oslo, 11th October 2012

IMCA Update
European Diving Technology Committee 

Oslo, 11th October 2012

Jane Bugler, IMCA Technical DirectorJane Bugler, IMCA Technical Director



Diving IssuesDiving Issues
� Guidance issued

– IMCA D047 – acrylic plastic viewports – update of previous document
– IMCA D 048 – surface supplied diving operations using nitrox – new guidance
– IMCA D 050 – min quantities of gas required offshore – update of previous 

document
– Information note - diving on offshore renewable energy projects

� Guidance being updated:
– DESIGN -D024 – revised draft text issued widely for comment and now being 

finalised for publication 
– Diving supervisors manual (IMCA D022) – being finalised
– NURGOD (IMCA 034) – being updated to reflect NORSOK changes
– High water jetting (AODC 049) – draft under review

� New guidance documents being developed:
– Guidance on hyperbaric evacuation systems 

� Interface recommendation being finalised
� Draft guidance being  prepared for industry wise consultation

– Guidance on diving in arctic conditions
� Draft prepared
� Workshop held in Anchorage with subject matter experts



Diving cont:Diving cont:
� New / additional guidance

– As a result of the D 024 work
� IMCA Guidance Note - on bell breathing gas supply; 
� annex to D 024  - on developing a robust emergency intervention plan to ensure 

assistance can be rapidly given to a stricken or fouled bell at all depths within the 
working range, including the period while the bell is close to or in a moonpool;

� An annex to D 024 (and the other DESIGN suite documents) on interlocks used on 
dive systems (to cover all interlocks: TUP (bell and hyperbaric lifeboat), medical 
locks, and equipment locks);

� A separate diving system assurance document dealing with all the hardware 
elements found in hyperbaric evacuation systems such as life support packages, 
hyperbaric reception facilities etc as well as the actual evacuation chamber or 
lifeboat. The DESIGN workgroup has been monitoring the progress being made by 
another IMCA workgroup which is developing guidance on hyperbaric evacuation 
systems. As a result section 15 has been removed from this draft of D 024 and 
appropriate details will be incorporated in the separate note

� A separate document with the specific requirements associated with Programmable 
Logic Control (PLC) operated diving systems



Diving cont:Diving cont:
� Diving supervisor scheme 

Mutual recognition 
Working with ADAS, DCBC and SA DOL to develop common exam question bank

� Other work
Update of competence tables for all diving personnel – being finalised
Review of diver medic course syllabus with DMAC and ADAS
Update of guidance on diving in the vicinity of ROV operations

� Guidance on the use of simulators in training – C014 rev2
Work progressing to identify appropriate scenarios for use with dive panel 
simulators
Demonstration of ADAS dive panel simulator in Norway & UK

� IMCA Annual Marine & Diving Seminar, Marine & subsea operations – a 
culture of sustainability Amsterdam 28 – 29 November, 2012

www.imca-int.com/events



Danish  regulations on commercial diving

Revision of four orders on commercial diving

• Offshore diving operations and offshore diving
operations

• Diving equipment

• Health and safety of commercial diving

• Commercial diving educations



Danish  regulations on commercial diving

Offshore diving operations and offshore diving operat ions

The definition of offshore diving will be more explici t
• Include work at offshore oil installations – pipelines – deeper

than 50 metres- ships in DP - wind mill farms at sea and o ther
plants for renewable energy – if a risk analyse show 
nessessary and if the size of the work require it

• The responsibility of the operator and the underwate r
contractor is more clear

• A sat system must fulfill the requirement of a recogn ized
organisation

• Developing a guideline with the industry including how t o 
handle the wind mill farms close



Danish  regulations on commercial diving

Order on diving equipment

• No type approvals by DMA – refer to international 
standards

• Size of chamber 2000 mm more than 12 hours - less than
12 hours 1800 mm

• Developing a guidance together with the industry



Danish  regulations on commercial diving

Order on health and safety of commercial diving

• Definition of offshore diving

• A new chapter on organisation of the work – based on
the directive on minimum safety and health
requirements at temporary or mobile construction sites 
including risk analysis and a coordinator.

• Electronic logbooks



Danish  regulations on commercial diving

Order on health and safety of commercial diving

• Safe in and out of the water

• Requirements on education as chamber operator and 
supervisor 

• A new education restricted commercial scuba diver



Danish  regulations on commercial diving

Commercial diving educations

• chamber operator and supervisor 

• restricted commercial scuba diver



Certificates delivered in 2011 :

Total certicates delivered by Ministry of labour : 
1073

� Mention A (SS part one and two) : 235

� Mention B (Scuba) : 533

� Mention C (Nurses, Doctors) : 71

� Mention D : 234

(Other business in dry conditions Tunnels, EDF, 
…) 



MENTION A  : 235

INPP COMM of 
Certification

0A (12 meters) 0 0

IA air ss tools (30 meters) 0 16

IIA air ss tools (50 meters) 155 3

IIIA sat course 61 0

TOTAL 216 19



MENTION B : 533
scuba divers

INPP COMM of 
CERTIFICATION and 
other training centers

0B 0 56

IB 2 187

IIB 2 286

IIIB 0 0

TOTAL 4 529



MENTION C : 71
Nurses and doctors

INPP COMM of Certification 
and other training 

centers

0C 0 0

IC 0 10

IIC 9 52

IIIC 0

TOTAL 9 62



MENTION D : 234
other business in dry conditions

INPP OTHER 
CENTERS

0D 118 55

ID 61

IID 0

TOTAL 116



Fatalities in 2011

One death : commercial diver under 
investigation

One recreational diver working for a 
company …

One policeman on duty

10 recreational divers (rebreather and scuba)



legislation
� Decree dated on January 11th 2011 : 

� general rules for working in hyperbaric conditions. Holding a French 
diving ticket is a prerequisite to work in diving companies in France

� to be detailed in different ministerial orders

� Long discussions regarding training in commercial diving
� Temptation in sharing safety and technical training : the actual diploma 

would correspond to a safety ticket in diving, but still allow to dive
� some competences to be added through different modules (post the 

safety course), that would significantly extend the duration of the 
course and introduce differences in salaries (lifting, explosive use, 
concrete, visual inspection, industrial plan knowledge's , welding…). 
Specialization courses.

� Different opinions : school, divers, the inshore companies, unions’…
� The actual French certificate would still be the reference for mutual 

recognition, problems emerge …



Problems generated by the new 
orientation of the regulation in 

construction (if adopted)

� Could impact mutual recognition rules 

� Create differences in salaries of commercial 
divers

� delay the work on a mutual European 
recognition. As far as this point is not cleared, 
France cannot deal with the subject.



Actual rules adopted in France for 
international recognition

� A commission of « certification »
� chairman : local delegate of minitry of  Labour, 

� Members (5): 
� Maritime Affairs local delegate, 

� a diving inshore industry delegate from union, 

� a delegate of commercial diver’s union, 

� manager of INPP (secretary), + doctor

� Task : exam files and decide the issue (iot deliver or 
not a french diving certificate)
� automatic decision for IDRF certificates, + Netherland + 

Belgian (OTS : with 30 meters limit)

� Usualy don’t offer reduction of course duration.



assessment of divers with previous 
diving experience 

� From Recognised diving certificates (previous 
slide) to upper course (OTS to Classe 2 A)

� Some indians divers issued from the navy as 
clearance divers level one or two) and 
employed for at least two years in specific 
companies.

� Other cases to be studied by the commission 
described earlier, who define the rules

� There are no way to reduce the duration for 
sat course



Simulator 20 bars/ training mean for 
divers supervisors and support technicians 

/ testing mean for equipments /

Chamber with transfer 
lock

Chamber used as a pool

Reclaim system

Laboratory

Control Unit



INPP news

� 2 members died

� Campbell Park

� Alexandre Bianchini



PTIL/PSA

EDTC

Bell Diver Training

Concern .

� News of three weeks bell diver courses is the basis for our
consern

� Used to be 12-10-8-6 weeks sat/bell diving courses
� Are the time compressed courses based on due 

considerations to teaching aspects?  
� Is the quality of the training taken care of in such a way

that the divers are not putting themselves or their dive
partners at risk when introduced to the real world?



PTIL/PSA

EDTC

Bell Diver Training

Concern .

� The courses offered are completed in 21 days
� 7 days per week – 12 hours days?
� Theory
� Individual practise on safety issues

� Can the students absorbe the required knowledge?
� Does the compressed courses allow the students to 

be comfortable with the offshore diving scenario?



PTIL/PSA

EDTC

Bell Diver Training

Goal
� We must provide Diver Training based on quality in all aspects of the

courses and the skills taught
� The training must take into account the individual needs for achieving

confidence in the required basic skills

Question
� What can we learn from other fields of vocational training?
� Are the EDTC Competence standards due for revision?

Academic parallell
«Come to us and we will provide you with a Master Degree based on a one
year study.»



PTIL/PSA

EDTC

Bell Diver Training

Important to have a common basis for 
comparing competence (ref Aptitude tests).

Proposal .
� Establish a Work Group to provide a proposal to EDTC for 

a practical training sylabus fullfilling the goals of the EDTC 
Competence Standards

� Establish agreement between EDTC and IDSA to provide
application of the harmonised practical training sylabus
amongst IDSA’s European members

� Establish commitments between IDSA and schools
outside Europe – on their request



PTIL/PSA

EDTC

Bell Diver Training

Proposal .

� Have national authorities supervise the training 
institutions to check their adaptation to such standard

� The aim is not to provide short and compressed
courses, but to provide adequate safety training for 
bell divers.



PTIL/PSA

EDTC

Bell Diver Training

Change of Norwegian representative

Professor Emeritus, Dr. med Alf O. Brubakk is 
stepping down from EDTC as the Norwegian medical
representative.

Professor Dr. med Marit Grønning is nominated to 
take the position. She is the leader of the Norwegian 
Centre of Diving Medicine at the Haukeland University 
Hospital in Bergen. 



REVISON IN TURKISH 

LEGISLATION 
Akın Savas Toklu, MD

Istanbul Faculty of Medicine

Department of Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine

İstanbul, TURKEY



REVISON IN TURKISH LEGISLATION 

� Commercial diving activities are regulated by a 
legislation issued on 1997, by formerly Turkish 
Maritime Affairs (counselorship)

� Turkish Republic, Ministry of 
Transport,Maritime Affairs

� The legislation revised in 2008



REVISON IN TURKISH LEGISLATION 

� Another revision is being considered recently

� Panel on the problems in current legislation

� Section three includes medical rules and 
requirements



REVISON IN TURKISH LEGISLATION 

� Fitness to dive 
examinations should 
be done by diving 
medicine specialist at 
hyperbaric centers, 
which has
recompression 
chamber

� Fitness to dive 
examinations should 
be done by diving 
medicine specialist



REVISON IN TURKISH LEGISLATION 

� X-Ray graphs for 
Dysbaric osteonecrosis 
are compulsory 
(Substantial mili
Sieverts)

� no need if there is no 
syptoms and signs



REVISON IN TURKISH LEGISLATION 

� cardiovasculatory
performance tests 
compulsory

� no need if there is no 
syptoms and signs



REVISON IN TURKISH LEGISLATION 

� pathological findings 
in psychomotor tests 
are exclusion

� if there is a need



REVISON IN TURKISH LEGISLATION 

� colour blindness is an 
exclusion

� it should not be an 
exclusion, should be 
noted in medical 
certificate



REVISON IN TURKISH LEGISLATION 

� Report on Country Legislation Comparison

UNDERWATER SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY MEETING 
2012, İSTANBUL



Update on UK Diving at Work

• Economic situation affecting all sectors
• Public spending cuts
• Review of ACoPs
• Training schools output still down
• Aging offshore infrastructure (& personnel)
• New and old DSVs
• Offshore wind farm construction



4 Fatalities since Oct 2011

2 Recreational

1 Shellfish

1 Offshore



Health and Safety 
Executive

Health and Safety 
Executive

Diver Training



No. of divers gaining qualifications – to 
5 Oct 2012 (Green = military)
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HSE Certificates Issued (to 5 Oct 2012)
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HSE Certificates Issued (to 5 Oct 2012)
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Diver competence assessment 
organisations

• Fort William Closed Bell
• PDA – Dunoon Top-Up
• Northumbria Police Surface Supplied
• Strathclyde Police SCUBA
• Andark - Southampton 
• DV Diving – Northern Ireland 
• Plymouth University 
• Puffin - Oban 
• SAMS - Dunstaffinage
• TH Diving – Plymouth



Future developments

• Police Diving School future?

• One new expression of interest re. SCUBA 
(Liverpool Docks)
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WHAT IS IDSA
The International Diving Schools Association
formed voluntarily in 1982 in New Orleans

AIM TO SET COMMON STANDARDS OF;

INSTRUCTION
PROCEDURES
EQUIPMENT
FACILITIES



ALSO

a) Provide a means of effective communication 
between schools.

b) Work towards common Training Standards in 
Europe & Worldwide

c) Improve the quality of commercial diving education,  
by sharing training methods and procedures

d) Provide a common and collective voice to 
government & industry.

3International Diving Schools Association



The Association is concerned with
all diving personnel....

Commercial SCUBA

Inshore / Offshore

4International Diving Schools Association



Other competencies..

Supervisors / LSTs
Diver Medics

5International Diving Schools Association



The important advantage of the Association is

INDEPENDANCE
The IDSA Diver Training Certification Programme 

represents the consensus view of all
67 members - currently from 23 countries

6International Diving Schools Association
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CURRENT TRAINING 
STANDARDS

� National
� None or 
� “Home made”



Governments have, and will, set their own
National diver training requirements. The
IDSA system is not in competition with
these but provides a means of equating
them with each other by maintaining a
Table of Equivalence

National standards override any others

8
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INTERNATIONAL 
STANDARDS

MORE CONTRACTORS ARE 
REQUIRING DIVER CERTIFICATION 

TO A 
“RECOGNISED STANDARD " 
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CURRENT STATUS

AFTER YEARS OF DISCUSSIONS 
IDSA HAS NOW STANDARDISED..

COURSE DURATIONS,
COURSE PROGRAMMES,

MINIMUM EQUIPMENT STANDARDS
&

AN APPROVED CODE OF PRACTICE
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GAP ANALYSIS

WE UNDERTOOK A GAP ANALYSIS OF AS
MANY DIVER TRAINING PROVIDERS IN
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES & FOUND AN
ASTONISHING VARIATION IN TRAINING
PROGRAMMES……



INSHORE
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GAP ANALYSIS

AS A RESULT WE PRODUCED  
“STANDARD” TRAINING PROGRAMMES 

SPECIFYING THE
MINIMUM LEVEL

REQUIRED
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WHY STANDARDISE?

� SETS A LEVEL “PLAYING FIELD”
� SIMPLIFIES CERTIFICATION  

(REDUCES CONTRACTORS 
CONFUSION)

� MAINTAINS THE HIGHEST 
STANDARDS OF COMPETENCE

� ALLOWS EASIER MOVEMENT OF 
PERSONNEL BETWEEN COUNTRIES
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WHY RE-INVENT
THE WHEEL

GOVERNMENTS, BODIES AND OTHERS HAVE, 
OR ARE LOOKING AT, PRODUCING STANDARDS 

FOR COMMERCIAL DIVER TRAINING

WE HAVE DONE THE HARD WORK 
ALREADY - IT IS AVAIABLE NOW!
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COURSE LEVELS & TYPES

L1 – COMMERCIAL SCUBA DIVER

L2 – SURFACE SUPPLIED INSHORE AIR DIVER

L3 – SURFACE SUPPLIED OFFSHORE AIR DIVER

L4 - CLOSED BELL - MIXED GAS DIVER
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MINIMUM COURSE DURATIONS

L1 COMMERCIAL SCUBA DIVER        5 WEEKS

L2 SURFACE SUPPLIED INSHORE AIR DIVER          10 W EEKS

L3 SURFACE SUPPLIED OFFSHORE AIR DIVER      12 WEEK S

L4 CLOSED BELL MIXED GAS DIVER      3 WEEKS



Programme snapshots...
Surface Supplied Inshore Air Diver - Week 1- Day 5...

Surface Supplied Offshore Diver – Week 1 – Day 1
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Time 0 to 9 Dives 10 to 19 Dives 20 to 30 Dives Ref

0900-0930 C2, C9 LPC-C2E

0930-1245 60 1 C1,C5 LPC-D5A PW

1245-1345

1345-1815

DAY 5 (30) - Task

Dive brief & preparations

Demand Helmet Familiarisation & Emergency Drills - Dive 
5ALunch

Demand Helmet Familiarisation & Emergency Drills - 
continued

Time 30 to 39 Dives 40 + Dives 0 to 9 Dives 10 + Dives Ref LP No. MOA
0900-0930  LPD-D2A

0930-1245   20 1 D1,D2 LPD-D37 PW

1245-1345

1345-1815   20 1 D1,D2 LPD-D38 PW

Day 1 (57) - Task

Wet Bell & HWS Familiarisation - Dive 38

CONVERSION  IDSA LEVEL 2 to IDSA LEVEL 3 :  SURFACE  SUPPLIED AIR DIVER - Week 1                                                                                                     

SDDE

Dive brief & preparations

Full Course Week 12

Wet Bell & HWS Familiarisation - Dive 37

Wet Bell

Lunch



Depths & BTs Summaries
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0930-1245   1 30 D1,D4 LPD-D43 PW

1245-1345

1345-1645 40 1 1 30 D1,D4 LPD-D44 PW

1645-1830 LPD-FEX WE

Bottom Time Week 12 30 1 70 2 30 3 190

Ref 320      

LP No. Module D Total Dives 6

Full Course Bottom Time 4180

Full Course Total Dives 76

Final Theory Exam

Wet Bell Dive using a Pow er Tool - Dive 43

Wet Bell Dive using a Pow er Tool - Dive 44

Lunch

 WE = Written examination

 OP = Oral/Practical session

 IW = Instructor Observation in-water

 PD = Practical "dry" assessment

 PW = Practical in-w ater assessment

KEY:
Module D Total Bottom Time 

ASSESSMENT METHODS KEY

 CA = Continuous Assessment
 IO = Instructor Observation

All depths show n in msw

IDSA Reference

Lesson Plan

MOA
Method of   

assesment
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ADOPTION

SEVERAL COUNTRIES ARE ALREADY 
USING IDSA STANDARDS;

BELGIUM    DENMARK    FINLAND
HOLLAND NORWAY    SWEDEN

also being used in
INDIA    ITALY   &    MOROCCO
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TRAINING SCHOOL AUDITS

An audit programme has been set up

Schools audited on-site even if a formal diver training programme 
in their country

All schools re-certified every 5 years

2 Auditors

Audit Fees and Expenses paid by School

Carried out in accordance with the protocol contained in the 
associations procedures

International Diving Schools Association
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ALSO EXPERIENCED DIVER 
COMPETENCE ASSESSMENTS

Candidate's being 
assessed must 
have proven 
experience at the 
level being 
assessed….

Bulgaria



ASSESSMENTS
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Written examinations
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Practical assessments

Skills testing using 
various tools

+
standard drills

(i.e. Diver rescue)

All assessments
are fully documented 

& recorded
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Successful candidates
receive an

“IDSA DIVER QUALIFICATION CARD“     
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IDSA’s REQUEST

WE WOULD LIKE THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO CO-OPERATE WITH EDTC IN THE 

INTERESTS OF RAISING DIVER 
COMPETENCIES IN EUROPE & 

OVERSEAS
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WHY ?

Because we are both striving for the 
same goals

Working together will save duplicated 
effort

We both have the expertise so why not 
put it to good use?
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The End…





� Established 1989

� Location:  35 km south of Oslo.

� Private  owned school, financially supported by the
Gouvernement.

� Staff: 15 (administration, instructors & technicians).

� Recognised by Departement of Education, Petroleum 
Safety Authority (PSA) & Labour Safety Authority
(LSA).

� Certification of students by  PSA, LSA & IDSA

� Full member of IDSA



� Part 1. Offshore  air  diver. 16 weeks.  

� Part 2. Bell diver. 4 weeks.

� Rescue diver 9 weeks. 

� Commercial Scuba inshore 6 weeks

� Supervisor Inshore: 1 week

� Specialist courses.

� Norsok U-100 (North Sea industrial standard)

� IDSA International Diver Training Standard.

� 511 Norwegian Labour Safety Authority regulation.

� EDTC  Competence Standard for Diving Personell



Regular Part-1 Air Diver Offshore only
Duration 16 weeks

NYD
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Personal Diving Equipment Project
Itemized review of the PDE Development
EDTC October  2012

Øyvind Loennechen
Diving Manager Technip NO
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Why New Personal Diving Equipment?

� To make diving safer, simpler and more cost effecti ve.

� To compete more cost effectively with ROV’s.

� To capitalise on the technological advances made ou tside of 
commercial diving. 
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Why a Rebreather

� It is a small, light gas reclaim/conservation 
system located on the diver – replacing a 
complex topside system.
� Operating as primary and secondary gas “reclaim system” to 

the diver.
� Work of breathing lower or equal to NORSOK U-100 and 

EN14143 requirements down to 300 msw.
� No breathing assistance needed to 300 msw.
� Sodasorb (Ca(OH)2) embedded in polymer plastic pre-

formed scrubber cartridge, i.e. No “cocktails”, channelling, 
dust.   

� 2 Independent scrubber canisters with 2 independent control 
and monitoring systems, logging all parameters critical to the 
diver.

� Automatic switch to emergency mode, voice annunciation 
giving the diver instructions. 

� CO2 Scrubber endurance up to 7 hrs at 40 lpm RMV.
� Bailout endurance from 30 minutes to hours depending on 

bailout gasmix



Bailout Endurance - comparison

Equipment 
Bottle size  
(No x Ltr x 

Bar) 

Gas Mix 
(%O2/HE) 

Available 
gas volume 

(SEV) 

Depth 
(m) 

Endurance 
(at RMV 

62.5 ltr/min) 

Endurance 
(at RMV 40 

ltr/min) 

USR (SCR) 
2 x 2 ltr x 
300 Bar 

23/77 1136 50 56 88 

 
2 x 2 ltr x 
300 Bar 

23/77 1084 180 82 128 

USR (CCR) 
2 x 0.4 ltr x 

300 bar 
100/0 227 50 85 133 

 
2 x 0.4 ltr x 

300 bar 
100/0 216 180 81 127 

SLS 
1 x 1.34 ltr 

300 bar 
25/75 1136 50 30 30 

 
1 x 1.34 ltr 

300 bar 
10/90 1084 180 25 25 

Open Circuit 
2 x 7 ltr x 
300 bar 

25/75 3836 50 10.2 16 

 
2 x 7 ltr x 
300 bar 

8/92 3794 180 3.2 5 
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� Purchase cost relatively low.

� Low maintenance cost.

� High gas “reclaim” efficiency. 
Current reclaim systems 70-85% 
efficiency. New Rebreather 95-
100% efficiency 

� In CCR mode achieves 100% 
efficiency.

� Low downtime by design to SIL 
3.

� Easy to interface with existing 
dive systems, no special 
requirement other than fibre 
optics in main umbilical.

Cost Efficiency
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Measured Parameter Existing system New system
1 Carbon Dioxide in the breathing gas Can not be measured Measured and logged online
2 Oxygen in the breathing gas Can not be measured Measured and logged online
3 Breathing gas temperature Can not be measured Measured and logged online
4 Breathing Frequency Can not be measured Measured and logged online
5 Depth reading Read otherwise Measured and logged online
6 Scrubber temperature profile-indicates 

scrubber health 
Can not be measured Measured and logged online

7 Breathing gas humidity Can not be measured Measured and logged online
8 Bail out bottle pressure Diver read it on the manometer Measured and logged online
9 Umbilical supply pressure Read inside the diving bell Measured and logged online

10 Umbilical supply voltage Can not be measured Measured and logged online
11 "Black Box" feature NO YES
12 Pre-dive check of unit operation Manual check Checked and logged online
13 Backup battery voltage Not applicable Measured and logged online
14

Direct notification of device failures to diver
and supervisor

NO
YES via voice and light indicator and it appears on 

the diving manager's screen.

15 Supervisor monitoring the dive's condition at 
all times on the computer

NO YES

16 Supervisor can always check the unit's 
"health"

NO YES

Parameter comparison with existing system



Summary of benefits

� Introduces new technology in to diving equipment that will improve control and 
monitoring of divers breathing gas and physical status at all times.

� First diving equipment built to Safety Integrity Level 3 of IEC61508 means there is 
1 Million hours mean time between critical failures.

� Complies with all relevant standards both National and International for diving in 
the North Sea. CE certified.

� Improve the communication between the diver and topside, both clear speech and 
visual, through high quality digital voice and video signals.

� No self induced noise at the diver.

� Improve the diver’s mobility through a lighter umbilical and stream lined equipment.

� Provide total protection from hostile environment (Dry suit option) .

� Independent of hot water supply (Dry suit option) and gas reclaim systems.

� Low maintenance cost compared to today’s equipment.

� Highly gas efficient independent of depth both for saturation and surface supplied 
diving.

� Flexible bailout endurance depending on choice of bailout gas, bottle size and 
pressure.



Status pr date 11.10.2012

�Technip No conducting diving at NYD
� Number of  divers 51

� Hours in water 74

� Number of dives 94

�Unique manufacture new batch for CE certification and 
operational trials on Skandi Arctic

�CE certification with SGS to 400 msw 

�Fathom feed study for interface to Skandi Arctic

�Technip UK have ordered 14 Units, first 7 for operational 
trials planned for 1Q 2013



� Supervisor Graphical User Interface:
Hardware is off the shelf product. 
Completed and deemed acceptable during verification 

diving to date.
Awaiting verification by Reference Group supervisors.

� Data Server/Dive Database:
Hardware is off the shelf product.
Completed and deemed acceptable during verification 

diving to date.
Verification ongoing.

� Topside Unit:
Completed and deemed acceptable during verification 

diving to date.
No significant changes required since April 2007.

Status - Supervisor GUI, Data Server, Topside Unit 



Status - Bell Umbilical, Bell Box, Diver Umbilical

� Bell Umbilical (Not Part of PDE Project):
No change required compared to current umbilical with the 

exception of optical fibres and main winch slip-rings 
(depending current specification on vessel).

Identified as part of the vessel interface requirements 
specification.

� Bell, Bell Commutation Box:
Identified as part of the vessel interface requirements for the 

Bell. Prototype Bell Box completed and deemed acceptable 
during verification diving to date.

On going feed study by Fathom for Skandi Arctic

� Diver Umbilical:
Prototype integral umbilical completed and working reliably 

during verification diving to date.
Follow-on design under development including conventional 

‘twisted’ version. 



Status - Rebreather & UT

� Rebreather:

5 ‘NORSOK’ test units produced in May 2008 have 
undergone multiple rounds of verification diving. 

New batch under manufacture. By Unique Maritime 
Group to be completed by end 2012

CE status – Certified to 100msw using EN14143 and 
under review  with Notified Body for certification 
extension to saturation diving depths. (Target 
depth 400 msw) to be completed by Jan 2013

� Underwater Terminator (UT):
Re-work of non safety critical items such as visor 

heating and undersuit heating power control 
completed. 

Re designed for simpler pressure compensation.



Status - Helmet, Dry suit, Heated Undersuit

� Helmet:
New XDH prototype development on hold pending review 

and availability of resources.  
KM17C breathing loop adaptor kit developed and found 

acceptable. 
Further refinement to helmet adaptor kit under verification 

and will be available with the next batch of units.

� Thermal Protection Suit:
Off the shelf Viking Trelleborg.  EN14225-2 certified.
OR existing hot water suit

� Heated undersuit:
Smolsky undersuit with non-metallic electrical ‘thermalfibre’ 

under evaluation at NYD (Oslo) - using Thermosoft Inc 
ECT  – currently 3rd generation.

No active development of an alternative suit is currently in 
progress.
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Main subsystems – Rebreather 

� Comprehensive monitoring of system parameters:

ppCO2
ppO2
ppHe
Pressure (depth)
Relative Humidity
Flood
Loop Temperature 
Ambient Temperature
Divers Breathing Rate
Scrubber Health (scrubber temperature profile)
Scrubber Life (CO2 consumed)
Umbilical supply gas pressure
Bail-out bottle gas pressure
Back-up Battery Life
ppCO2 &  ppO2 sensor status



HOTmesh ECT – An Interesting Product

► Power density up to 900 W/m2

► Self regulating – Positive 
temperature coefficient 

► 2.7 Lines per cm – gives uniform 
coverage.

► Tested to 3x106 bends



Active and passive thermal protection
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Spin offs: Hyperbaric Monitor
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Spin offs: Solid state, stable scrubber material 
for Chamber System, Bells, HLB & Weld Habitat

• Multiple scrubber material 
components in one 
cartridge

• New scrubber materials 
with improved efficiency

• No handling of granulates

•Monitoring of  scrubber 
capacity
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UPDATE OF MEDICAL SUBCOMMITTEE TO THE EDTC MEETING OF 
BELGRADE, September 14th, 2012

Last year we endorsed the Medical Training Standards revised by EDTC and ECHM 
in joint task-force. Three elements have been postulated but still need to be 
organised: 
 
1) Practical skills training filling the gap between the diving medicine physician 

course and the diving medical advisor competency (DMA).  
 
2) International university based final assessment and accordingly establishment of 

a certifying board.  
 
3) Basic training in occupational medicine for those who have other specialties than 

occupational medicine. 
 
 
What has been achieved? 
- The University of Pisa "Scuola Superiore Sant-Anna" has agreed to host the 

certifying board and being responsible for the assessments. 
- A certifying board has been nominated by the EDTCmed during our meeting in 

Belgrade (EUBS congress). The certifying board becomes now self-constituting, 
is integrated into the diving and hyperbaric medicine postgraduate master 
program of the University in Pisa and is to be interconnected with other 
Universities offering diving medical trainings like Stellenbosch University South 
Africa, Universities of Istanbul, Barcelona, Malta (hosting the ECHM certifying 
board ECB) and Melbourne.  

- A final examination is planned in about a year during the EUBS/SPUMS/SAUHMA 
congress. 

- For basic occupational medicine training an EU sponsored project of web-based 
training was found which, although a bit minimal, could be used as minimal 
requirement in addition to the specific training included in the advanced skills 
course.  

- The practical skills course is being organised, probably a first run will be offered in 
Marseille in about a year. 

 
 
Future projects are (thereafter) a revision of the fitness-to-dive standards. 
 
 
 
Bienne, 4.10.2012 Jürg Wendling 
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